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A NEW VARIABLE FAINT CARBON STAR IN THE M92 FIELDMEUSINGER, H.Th�uringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany; e-mail: meus�tls-tautenburg.de

This paper announes the disovery of the seond variable high latitude arbon star(FHLCS), J1710.4+4329, by the variability and proper motion (VPM) survey in the M92�eld. The VPM survey is a searh projet for variable soures in two 10 square degrees�elds around the globular lusters M3 and M92. Although aimed at the detetion ofative galati nulei, variable stars are found as well by the VPM survey. For example,we re-deteted the FHLCS J1714.9+4210 (Meusinger & Brunzendorf 2001) whih is oneof the most variable stars among the � 20 000 star-like objets in the database for theM92 VPM �eld.The new FHLCS J1710.4+4329 was also lassi�ed as a quasar andidate beause of itssigni�ant variability in ombination with a zero proper motion. Spetrosopi follow-upobservations revealed a arbon star. The basi data on positions (J2000.0) and magnitudesare summarized in Table 1. The R magnitude is taken from the GSC-II. The soures of allother data are digitized Tautenburg Shmidt plates redued in the framework of the VPMsurvey. For a detailed disussion of the observational material and the data redution seeBrunzendorf & Meusinger (2001, 2002). There is no entry in the SIMBAD database atthe position of J1710.4+4329. In partiular, the star is registered neither in the GCVS(Kholopov et al. 1998) nor in the arbon star database (Alksnis et al. 2001). WithJ1710.4+4329, the number of known C stars in the VPM �eld around M92 inreases tofour. The orresponding C star surfae density of > 0:5 per square degree is a fatorof � 10 larger than the mean value (lower limit) from the SDSS (Margon et al. 2002).A remarkable C star overabundane in this �eld has been notied already by Kurtanidze& Nikolashvili (2000).
Table 1. Basi data for FHLCS J1710.4+4329.Parameter Value� 17h 10m 27:s0Æ +43Æ 290 24:004UÆ 18:m26�0:m26BÆ 17:m51�0:m08VÆ 15:m96�0:m10R 15:m45�0:m40�� os Æ �0:7� 0:9mas yr�1�Æ �0:3� 0:8mas yr�1
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A low-dispersion spetrum (resolution � 20�A) of J1710.4+4329 was obtained in July2002 with CAFOS at the 2.2m telesope of the German-Spanish Astronomial Centre onCalar Alto, Spain, equipped with a B-400 grism and a SITe1d CCD. The raw spetrumwas redued by means of standard MIDAS proedures. At �rst glane, the spetrum ofJ1710.4+4329 (Fig. 1) resembles that one shown by Green et al. (1992) for the propermotion arbon star CLS50. The Swan C2 bands are very pronouned. On the otherhand, the sharp bandhead of C2 at �6191�A is present in CLS50 but not in J1710.4+4329.Following Green et al., this feature an be used as an indiator for dwarf arbon (dC)stars.

Figure 1. Flux-alibrated low-dispersion spetrum (relative ux f�) of J1710.4+4329.
In the ontext of the VPM survey, the strength of variability of an objet is measuredby means of B-band variability indies. The variability index of an objet is determined bythe number of measured epohs and the measured magnitude satter in units of the typialmagnitude satter at the same magnitude. The index is diretly related to the probabilityof an objet to be variable (see Brunzendorf & Meusinger 2001 for more details). In a �rstversion of the survey in the M92 �eld, variability indies were omputed from the redutionof 117 B plates taken between 1964 and 1997 (Brunzendorf & Meusinger 2001). A om-pletely revised photometri data redution (Brunzendorf & Meusinger 2002) resulted in asubstantial improvement of the photometri auray at the faint end (B � 20) for a re-dued number of epohs. At the magnitude of J1710.4+4329, the mean photometri error(standard deviation) is �0(B) = 0:055 � 0:010. The full range of measured magnitudesfor J1710.4+4329 is B = 17:m35 � 17:m67 (Fig. 2a) with a standard deviation � = 0:08.The orresponding variability index of I� = 3:3 means that J1710.4+4329 is variableon a signi�ane level larger than 99.9%. With I� > 2, J1710.4+4329 was lassi�ed as ahigh-priority quasar andidate. 86% of the high-priority andidates were spetrosopiallyon�rmed as quasars (Brunzendorf & Meusinger 2002). This result illustrates that thehigh-priority VPM quasar andidates onstitute a remarkably lean sample of variables.
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Another robust method to detet variability from small numbers of unevenly sampleddata is provided by struture funtion (SF) analysis. The �rst order SF of B magnitudesis de�ned as S(�) = h[B(t+�)�B(t)℄2i, where � is the time-lag between two observationsand the angular brakets indiate the time-average. For a stationary random proess witha variability timesale �min � tvar � �max the SF inreases from S = 2�20 for � � tvarto S = 2�2 for � � tvar, where �20 is the variane due to measurement noise and �2 isthe total variane. The plateau of the SF at � > tvar an be used to derive a physiallymeaningful harateristi variability time sale. (For more details see e.g., Hughes et al.1992; Meusinger et al. 1994; Simonetti et al. 1985). The SF beomes more ompliated ifvariability is a multi-modal proess with di�erent timesales. The SF from the lighturveof J1710.4+4329 (Fig. 2, right) suggests a dominant long-term variability mode with atimesale of a deade or longer. This is onsistent with the high long-term variabilityindex I� = 2:1 from the VPM survey (for de�nitions see Brunzendorf & Meusinger 2001).Smaller utuations on shorter timesales (< 1 yr) are also indiated by the SF.

Figure 2. (a) Lighturve B(t) and (b) �rst-order struture funtion S(�) for J1710.4+4329.
A omparatively small number of U and V Shmidt plates were measured in the frame-work of the VPM survey. The U and V magnitudes were used for olour information only.The magnitude measurements in the di�erent passbands have di�erent time baselines.In order to minimize the e�et of long-term variability on the olour indies the meanmagnitudes given in Table 1 are related to the epoh interval 1968�2 sine the distributionof the observing epohs is similar for the three bands in this interval. The magnitudesare orreted for standard galati extintion. The extintion alulation from the NED,following Shlegel et al. (1998), provides AU = 0:082; AB = 0:065; and AV = 0:04.No instrumental olour-orretions have been applied sine the Tautenburg photographiolour system losely mathes the Johnson system.
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Carbon stars an be dwarfs, subgiants, giants, or supergiants. The galatoentridistane R and the height z above the galati plane ould therefore be as large as(R; z) �(60 kp, 35 kp) for J1710.4+4329. The real distane depends of ourse on theluminosity lass and on the amount of extintion by irumstellar dust whih are bothunknown. For a nearby late-type dwarf a non-zero proper motion is expeted. Propermotion data were derived from the astrometri redution of 135 B plates with a base-line of more than three deades and were transformed into the referene frame of morethan 600 quasars and unambiguously identi�ed galaxies. The absolute proper motionof J1710.4+4329 is smaller than the detetion threshold of less than 1 mas yr�1 (Ta-ble 1). For omparison, the omponents of the mean absolute proper motion derivedfor the �eld stars are (�3:4 � 0:1;�4:3 � 0:1)mas yr�1 with a mean total proper mo-tion of � =6mas yr�1. The possibility that J1710.4+4329 has by hane suh a smallproper motion an be rejeted on a signi�ane level larger than 98%. As for FHLCSJ1714.9+4210 (Meusinger & Brunzendorf 2001), the zero proper motion of J1710.4+4329does not support an interpretation as a nearby dC.
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